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**Energy Foundry** is an early-stage venture capital fund with an AUM of **$15-49 million** that invests in pre-revenue climate tech, sustainability and energy transition businesses in North America. Their Impact Measurement and Management (IMM) is managed by each deal’s respective investment team, and supported by MBA interns on a project-by-project basis.

**IMM Fundamental #1: define clear impact objectives for the portfolio and its investments**

Energy Foundry defines its impact objectives in terms of the impact potential of its investments, rather than impact realized during the ownership period.

This is in part a natural consequence of their focus on early-stage ventures, where emphasizing potential rather than current performance is standard practice. Energy Foundry applies the familiar financial logic of many venture capitalists – invest in potential, rather than current performance – to investing in impact.

It is also, however, a reflection of their particular investment strategy within the venture capital space. Energy Foundry observed that many other investors in the climate tech space were hesitant to invest in companies without reliable revenue streams already in place, and were therefore overlooking high-potential pre-revenue investment opportunities. Because products and services are often the primary driver of impact in climate tech, an undersupplied capital market for high-potential pre-revenue companies represented an opportunity for Energy Foundry to identify financially promising and high-impact investments.

Energy Foundry has organized their investment strategy around identifying these overlooked opportunities. Defining their impact objectives explicitly in terms of impact potential was a strategic choice designed to align their impact management with their financial objectives.

**KEY TAKEAWAY**

- For early stage investors (pre-revenue), unique opportunity to define impact objectives in terms of impact potential of its investments, versus those realized during the ownership period

**IMM Fundamental #2: establish an IMM process**

Energy Foundry’s IMM process is built to assess early-stage ventures’ impact potential using a replacement model. This model compares the current sustainability profile of the leading products in a prospective investee’s sector (e.g. EV batteries) with that of their investee, and estimates the net
environmental impact that would occur if their investee’s product captured the market share of their would-be competitors.

Energy Foundry first conducts this assessment as a part of pre-investment due diligence, and then updates their model during the ownership period as they monitor how their investee’s products evolve as the company scales.

“By the time that we’ve invested into [a company], we’ve really dug into what we think their scale-up plan will actually look like. We take the model that we based our investment on to extrapolate what we think their per-unit impact is, and scale that up based on what we think is achievable for this company.”

IMM Fundamental #3: establish manager’s contribution

Energy Foundry’s manager contribution strategy centers on their unique network of technical specialists and experienced climate tech entrepreneurs, which they leverage to identify investment opportunities in undersupplied climate tech capital markets, de-risk promising companies seen by other investors as too financially risky, and provide capacity-building support to their portfolio companies.

Energy Foundry also seeks to broaden access to capital in their sector by providing mentorship services to accelerators and entrepreneur hubs, and help founders without pre-existing relationships to capital providers navigate the fundraising process.

KEY TAKEWAYS

- Leverage the experts in your network to provide specialized support and guidance to portfolio companies
- Act as a mentor for entrepreneurs across accelerators and networks to build relationships and increase access for first-time founders
IMM Fundamental #4: measure the impact of each investment

Rather than measure the current sustainability impact of its investees during the ownership period, Energy Foundry conducts a quarterly review of changes in the sustainability profile of their investee’s products as their companies’ revenue projections evolve and they adapt to shifting market conditions, which they use to update their replacement model projections of the companies’ impact potential.

*See IMM Baseline #2: Establish an IMM Process for more on Energy Foundry’s replacement model approach.*

Since we are a venture fund that invests in early-stage companies, a lot of times, the companies we are investing in are pre-revenue—so they haven’t yet made their impact because they’re going to need to sell their solution before that solution can make an impact. We put together an impact management framework where we create a unit model to calculate potential impact of [the] company [in our portfolio] over time. Once the company starts selling their product, we update that unit model to estimate impact from actual sales.”

**KEY TAKEWAY**

- Importance of continued iterations and learning: as early stage company matures, revisit their projected impact, given changing business models and market conditions
The Impact Capital Managers mission is to accelerate the performance of our members and to scale the private capital impact investing marketplace with integrity and authenticity. We do this through our membership association, which includes 100+ funds representing more than $60B in impact-focused capital, and through field-building initiatives and partnerships supported by the ICM Institute. The ICM network of peers is engaged and collaborative by nature. As part of our commitment to grow the marketplace with integrity, members must meet certain criteria including standards on impact measurement and management. ICM is a proud organizer of the Mosaic Fellowship and with Achieve Partners, producer of the Better Money, Better World podcast.